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itual Development was directed by Judith Hollister, the 
founding chairman of the Temple of Understanding. Through 
Father Dolan, Wainwright House has pledged to work on 
four East-West projects in 1989 with the Temple. Among 
these is a project on ecology, for which Wainwright House 
has recei ved funding from Lawrence Rockefeller to promote. 
Another board member of the Temple is the Rabbi Arthur 
Schneier, self-described as the "Jewish Armand Hammer." 
Rabbi Schneier controls the question of emigration of Jewish 
Refuseniks, and a colleague states that he has lined up with 
Edgar Bronfman to call for repeal of the Jackson-Vanik trade 
amendment, because under Gorbachov, Jewish emigration 
from the Soviet Union has increased. 

Center for Soviet-American Dialogue 
The Center is a major back channel between the New Age 

movement and the U.S.S.R., and has been taken over by 
New Age leaders including: 

• Barbara Marx Hubbard. She is a founding member 
and co-director of the Soviet-American Council for Joint 
Projects. She co-founded Win-Win-World �nd is President 
of the Foundation for Co-Creation. Her name was placed in 
nomination for the vice presidency on the Democratic ticket 
in 1984. Hubbard, who entered the New Age movement 
under the influence of Teilhard de Chard in , created a "human 
front" in 1967 of those sharing a belief in transcendent con
sciousness, which became the Committee for the Future. 
Hubbard called this transcendent consciousness "supra-sex," 
and she has an extensive network of congressmen involved 
in the process of haruspication. 

• Willis Harman, president of the Institute of Noetic 
Sciences and Senior Social Scientist at the Stanford Research 
Institute International. The Institute for Noetic Sciences has 
worked closely with the Temple of Understanding , while SRI 
has had among its trainees such figures as former Secretary 
of State George Shultz, who believes not only in global
power sharing "New Yalta" arrangements with the U.S. S .R., 
but also in convergence through a New Age based upon 
cybernetics. Harman is the brains behind Marilyn Ferguson, 
whose book The Aquarian Conspiracy sought to popularize 
Luciferian Gnosticism. Harman is also a founding member 
of Hubbard's Soviet-American Council for Joint Projects, 
and he is chairman of the Independent Commission for a 
Viable Future. Harman's own 1974 The Changing Image of 
Man coined the phrase "paradigm shift" to describe the sought
after transformation from the Age of Pisces to the Age of 
Aquarius. 

• James A. Garrison, executive director of the Soviet
American Exchange Program at the Esalen Institute, which 
has been linked directly to Soviet "psychic espionage" activ
ities of the KGB and GRU, penetrating the U.S. military and 
intelligence communities. This is the modem work of the 
Blavatsky-Okhrana intelligence deployment, which works 
today through the likes of Soviet "spoonbender" Yuri Geller. 
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The Royal y 
and the � emasons 

by Scott Thompson 

On June 18, 1982, Roberto Cal�i, head of the Banco Ambro
siano, was found hung from t�e Blackfriars Bridge in the 
City of London, only a few day� after his secretary defenes
trated herself. Calvi was a casualty of the war within Europe's 
Freemasonic order; it seems that his bank had penetrated 
Italy's Propaganda Two Lodge bn behalf of the Vatican. As 
EI R was the first to document, the ritualistic murder of Calvi 
was carried out by the Black Masonic Lodge of Edin-
burgh, Scotland, working in with P-2 Lodge 
members and other British networks, traditionally 
run by the Royal Family. Calvi murder should thus be laid 
at the doorstep of the Queen her cousin, the Duke of 
Kent, who is Grand Master of I Mother Grand Lodge" of 
Freemasonry . 

The ritualistic murder of 
Calvi, which has recently 
been affirmed by an Italian 
court, is not the first murder 
scandal implicating the 
British Royal Family be
cause of their obscene pa
tronage of Freemasonry. 
British author Stephen 
Knight, in his book Jack the 
Ripper: The Final Solu
tion, demonstrated that the 
murders of five prostitutes in East End of London in the 
late summer and autumn of 1 : were perpetrated by a Ma
sonic cabal to protect the Family. Specifically, it ap
pears that the prostitutes were u,,'n.,<,<.,< to the fact that Prince 
Albert Victor Christian Edward, Igralna�;on of Queen Victoria 
and Heir Presumptive to the I had illegally married and 
fathered a child by a Roman ,-,all".IU" commoner. 

The Masonic operation to the witnesses to this 
marriage, where the wife of prince had already been 
bundled off to a lunatic asylum, ordered by Prime Min-
ister Lord Salisbury (Cecil , through the Physician in 
Ordinary to the Queen, the Sir William Gull, who 
had been the instrument earlier hiding the prince's wife. 
Secret Home Office files reveal the subsequent murder 
of the five prostitutes compares Masonic ritual murders. 

The man responsible for the truth behind the 
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Ripper murders was Sir Charles Warren, commissioner of 
the Metropolitan Police and one of Britain's most eminent 
Freemasons. Among the evidence found in secret files was 
the fact that the Ripper murderer had scrawled in chalk upon 
the wall near one victim, the phrase: "The Juwes are The 
Men That will not be blamed for nothing." Warren washed 
this phrase off before it could be photographed. But the 
reference to the "Juwes" is the name of three Apprenctice 
Masons-Jubela, Jubelo and Jubelum-who killed Hiram 
Abiff, mythical architect of Solomon's Temple. The "Juwes" 
were tracked down, then executed "by the breast being torn 
open and the heart and vitals taken out and thrown over the 
left shoulder," a procedure that parallels Jack the Ripper's 
modus operandi. 

The murder of Roberto Calvi follows this tradition. 

Duke of Kent and Freemasonry 
In 1966, Edward, Duke of Kent became Grand Master of 

the Mother Grand Lodge of Britain, which was chartered that 
year. Already on Dec. 5, 1952, His Royal Highness the Duke 
of Edinburgh, consort of the new Queen Elizabeth II, was 
initiated into the secrets of Freemasonry by the Worshipful 
Master of Navy Lodge No. 26 12, but he eschewed promotion 
to the Grand Master post assumed by the Duke of Kent, 
because his uncle, Earl Mountbatten, opposed it. However, 
in the history of British Freemasonry since 1737, only two of 
the Heirs Apparent have failed to become members, and there 
is significant pressure upon the kooky Prince Charles to take 
a prominent role in Freemasonry, despite his father and un
cle's objections. 

The Duke of Kent himself was following in the footsteps 
of his father, George, who had been Grand Master between 
1939 and 1942, when he was killed in the crash of his military 
aircraft. Some informed British sources believe this accident 
was a murder, intended to cover up the Duke's earlier ties 
with the Hitler regime. It is notable that George's brother, 
the Prince of Wales, who briefly became Edward VIII, has 
been revealed in Charles Higham's book The Duchess of 
Windsor, not only to have been in covert contact with Hitler 
concerning the opening of an Anglo-German common front 
against the Soviet Union, but to have secretly desired to 
impose a fascist regime upon Great Britain led by himself. 
The first office which Edward VIII turned over to his brother 
and successor, George VI, was that of Grand Master of the 
Scottish Rite in Great Britain. Likewise, his brother the Duke 
of Kent was not only an alleged co-conspirator in this scheme, 
but the Kents married into the Airlie family, which controls 
SCmoeder Bank, a major organizer of the Hitler Bounty Fund, 
used to finance Hitler's 1933 rise to political power. After 
Edward's abdication, George accompanied his brother, now 
the Duke of Windsor, on the first stages of his trip to meet 
with Hitler and Goering, about the possibility of an Anglo
German alliance. 

This alliance of the British Royal Family with Freema-
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sonry and Fascism is not irrelevant to the Roberto Calvi story. 
In 1966, shortly after his installation as Grand Master of the 
Mother Grand Lodge, the Duke of Kent was stationed with 
United Nations forces in Cyprus, where he initiated the pro
cess of returning Licio Gelli, a former member of Mussolini ' s 
OVRA secret police, from 20 years exile in Argentina. Ac
cording to Italian coverage, the Duke of Kent lent his name 
to Gelli in order to build up the Propaganda Two Lodge, as a 
"clandestine" or "black" lodge of the Italian Grand Orient. 
With this backing, Gelli began openly advertising that he 
favored a military coup d'etat that would restore the mon
archist rule of the House of Savoy. There followed a series 
of coup attempts by members of Gelli's P-2 Lodge, as well 
as a wave of "red" and "black" terrorism constituting a "strat
egy of tension" to soften up Italy for these coup attempts. 

Gelli's P-2 Lodge was merely a resurrection of the earlier 
Propaganda Lodge of Giuseppe Mazzini, who was part of the 
Scottish Rite founded in Britain. Like Gelli, Mazzini's activ
ities spanned the simultaneous deployment of Fascist and 
Communist movements, including a direct controlling role 
with Karl Marx himself. Italian Grand Orient Masonry was 
itself first chartered by the Mother Grand Lodge of Britain, 
which has chartered most of the other Grand Lodges of the 
world. 

The Mother Grand Lodge headed today by Edward, Duke 
of Kent, would be correctly viewed as the 17 17 consolidation 
of the earlier work of Elias Ashmole, who, during the 17th 
century, working out of the Oxford Museum, welded togeth
er a syncretism of satanic religions-e.g., the "Isis-Osiris
Horus" blood-and-soil cult of Egypt-that were the basis for 
speculative freemasonry. Ashmole's transformation of op
erative masonry into a Satanic speCUlative direction was 
merely part of the general assault upon the Elizabethan Ren
aissance that was being carried out by the "Hell-Fire" clubs 
at this time. 

Not only did Edward, Duke of Kent, play a seminal role 
in the 1960s in the founding of Gelli's P-2 Lodge, but the 
recreation of the Italian Grand Orient had been an operation 
of the British Special Operations Executive immediately after 
World War II. Unlike Adolf Hitler, Mussolini had secretly 
embraced the Mazzinian "universal fascism," but Italian 
Freemasonry was still in disarray after the war. Thus, British 
SOE members of the Grand Mother Lodge played a seminal 
role in the recreation of the Grand Orient, and they simulta
neously mounted an operation through Sicily to launch a 
separatist movement that would transform that island into a 
base for an eventual restoration throughout Italy of the House 
of Savoy. Working on this operation was Joscelyn Hambro, 
later the chairman of Hambro's Bank, who had served with 
British SOE in Switzerland during World War II. Hambro's 
principal accomplice was Lord Carrington, who joined Ham
bro's board in 1967, after serving as First Lord of the Admi
ralty. This Sicilian separatist destablization plot remained a 
theme of Gelli's P-2 Lodge. 
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